The Technancial Company and Associates in Capital Markets Join
Forces to Address MiFID II Compliance Challenges
Tuesday, 30 August 2016, London: Leading real-time risk management and trade
surveillance solutions firm, The Technancial Company (TTC) and London based
specialist advisory firm Associates in Capital Markets (ACAPM) today announce a
collaborative partnership to address the challenges in MiFID II compliance,
especially in the areas of margin management and trade surveillance. MiFID II is a
mammoth regulatory exercise aimed at enhancing investor protection and affects
financial institutions on a varied scale in Europe and the UK. The collaboration
between the two companies is a timely synergy in combining specialist experience
and powerful tools for capital markets regulations and compliance.
With aggressive compliance schedules and significant impacts on strategic,
business and operating models, financial institutions need ready-to-go solutions
which are supported by a deep understanding of the market and regulatory
expectations in order to navigate the complexities of MiFID II. This collaboration is
precisely aimed at providing such a unique value proposition to the financial
institutions of varied sizes in all the markets where MiFID II impacts.
Mirko Marcadella, MD of The Technancial Company said: “We believe the key to
success in a demanding regulatory environment is the ability of the organisations
to adapt their strategies and have the operational capability to respond swiftly and
effectively. Our partnership with Associates in Capital Markets enables us to
provide the industry with a distinctive combination of tried and tested technology
solutions and a multidimensional approach for a holistic compliance strategy for
capital market regulations like MiFID II, MIFIR and the like.”
Cornelius Nandyal, Director at ACAPM said: “We are excited to collaborate with
The Technancial Company to offer financial institutions a compelling and sustained
value proposition across the MiFID II compliance roadmap. We believe that
combining our specialist expertise and focus of Capital Market Regulations with the
powerful JANUSTM suite of Trade, Margin and Surveillance solutions from TTC will
empower banks and financial institutions to achieve the singular goal of continuous
compliance in an efficient and cost-effective manner.”

About The Technancial Company
The Technancial Company delivers advanced real-time risk management and trade
surveillance tools to global markets. The Technancial Company’s products,
JANUSTM Risk Manager, JANUSTM Margin Engine and JANUSTM Trade Surveillance, are
used by global institutions across markets, regions and asset classes to supervise
their trading, market making, DMA and HFT activities. More than 70 risk checks
and more than 60 clearing houses’ margin algorithms are supported by the JANUSTM
platform and can be used in pre-trade, post-order (at-trade) and post-trade to
manage market, credit and operational risks in low latency environments.
The company is headquartered in London and has offices in Chicago, Hong Kong
and Milan. For more information please visit http://technancial.com/
About Associates in Capital Markets (ACAPM)
Associates in Capital Markets (ACAPM) is a London based specialist advisory firm,
with focus on Financial Benchmarks, Capital Markets Regulations and Enterprise
Risk. ACAPM collaborates with financial institutions to take advantage new
regulations, improve governance and achieve efficient capital management
through cutting-edge product solutions, consulting and advisory services. With rich
experience and diverse intellectual backgrounds and skill sets, ACAPM delivers
exceptional value to clients through innovative tools and effective solutions.
The RegCube® and BenchmarkCube® suite of regulatory solutions from ACAPM,
enable banks and financial institutions to plan, strategize and proactively respond
to regulatory changes. With a multidimensional solution approach, RegCube® helps
financial institutions to keep a close watch on the pulse of the regulations
empowering them to navigate the path to regulatory compliance with precise and
actionable elements. For more information please visit www.acapm.com
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